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io    Present situation

As renorted at the Second Conferenceÿ the writing of geographical names in
roman letters in Japan comes in two types - Kunrei-Siki (system adopted under a
Cabinet ordinance) and Syÿsei Hebon Siki (modified Hepburn system)°  Kunrei Siki
is used for topographical mapsÿ nautical charts and Antarctic mapsÿ whereas
Syusei Hebon Siki is in use for aeronautical charts and geological maps°

2o    Circumstances leading to establishment of Kunrei Siki

It is said that the practice of writing Japanese in roman letters originated
in the last years of the sixteenth century°  From the beginning of the Heiji Eraÿ
the campaign calling for more use of roman letters was gradually spreading°   In or
around the twentieth year of the Heiji Eraÿ a number of associations were
organized to push forward a Romanization campaign in Japan°

Significant in this campaign were the supDort given for Syusei Hebon Siki
invented and later modified by James Co Hepburnÿ an Americanÿ and the support
given for Nihon Siki advocated by Aikitsu Tanakadateo   In addition to these two
systems9 a number of other systems were also advocated°

Syÿsei Hebon Siki is based on English pronunciationsÿ whereas Nihom Siki is
a simplified writing method attuned to the system of Japanese pronunciation°

The supporters of both systems asserted their views and strived for the
propagatlon of the system they supportedÿ with the result that the ÿomanization
campaign became all the more intense°

Government and company officials as well as individuals opted for one or
other of the two systemsÿ and consequently many inconveniences were resultingÿ
internationally and at home°   In response to strong calls for the standardization

of the romanizing of Japaneseÿ the Government established in 1930 a Provisional
Council for the Survey of Romanization to carry out surveys and researches with

this end in view°

For seven years from 1930ÿ this Council held 14 general meetings and its
Coÿ.mmittee of Chief Investigators met three times for theoretical studies and

deliberations°

The Council came up with the draft plan for the writing in roman lettersÿ a
partial modification of the conventional Nihon Sikio   0n the basis of this planÿ
the Government promulgated a Cabinet Ordinance on a standard method of writing
in roman letters in 1937o   This is the writing method which is presently known

as Kunrei Sikio

3o    Situation after the Second World War

After the issuance of the 1937 Cabinet Ordinanceÿ government agencies and
commercial concerns started using the Kunrei Siki writing methodÿ and there
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appeared signs of a gradual spread of this system (it was used for secondary
educationÿ the IÿIÿ000ÿ000 scale International Hap of the Worldÿ nautical charts
and signboards of railway stationsÿ etco)o   Howeverÿ. there remained organizations
and individuals who supported the use of the NihonSiki and Syusei Hebon 8ikio
Henceÿ the parallel use of the three systems°

After the Second World Narÿ teaching of the English language increasedÿ ands
with thisÿ the Syÿsei Hebon Siki was gaining increased popularity for some time°
Howeverÿ when the Ministry of Education started to provide guidance on the
learning of writing in roman letters in compulsory educationÿ the matter of which
system to choose of the three was left to the option of each schoolÿ and
consequently the three systems have been in use in education°

4o    Investigation Council

In view of the situation mentioned aboveÿ there arose strong calls for the
standardization among the government agencies as well as the society in general°
To find a solutionÿ the Ministry of Education again established an investigation
council°   From 1948 through 1952ÿ the Council held deliberations at a total of
54 conferences°   On the basis of the results of these meetingsÿ the Hinistry of
Education exchanged vieÿs with other Ministries and government agencies°   In
1954ÿ the Government issued a Cabinet Notification and 0rdinanceÿ the substance
of which was introduced at the Second Conference°

5°    The 1954 Cabinet Notification and Ordinance

The Notification and Ordinance carry Tables Noo i and No° 2o   The revision of
the original Kunrei Siki introduced by this Notification and Ordinanceÿ including
Table No° i (Kunreisiki) and Table Noo 2 (modified Hepburnian and other systems)ÿ
was made from the consideration thatÿ when taken account the situation of the use
made in society of this romanizing system since 1937 when it was first made publicÿ
JapanVs expanding international relationsÿ and the convention involved in
Romanization in Japanÿ as well as educational needsÿ unless this system be adjusted
so as to be able to meet the needs of the timeÿ giving it flexibilityÿ rather
than hastily attempting to bring about an immediate unification of systemsÿ it
would be impossible for it to be generally used in society°

When this  Notification and Ordinance was issued in 1954ÿ it was not expected
thatÿ by this' step takenÿ an immediate standardization of romanizing systems could
be brought about°  Koweverÿ in the light of the history of Romanization in Japan
as has been reviewed aboveÿ the Kunrei Siki is considered to be a best available
system for the romanizing of Japanese in the present phaseÿ in the sense that it
is phonetically suited to the Japanese tongue and easier for the Japanese publicÿ
and it might be said that there is a possibility that the existing romanizing
systems may be ultimately unified in this particular system°
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60    Difference between Kunrei Siki and Shÿsei Hebon Siki

As noted aboveÿ the Kunrei Siki is a system suited to the Japanese tongue,
whereas the Shÿsei Hebon Siki is based on English pronunciations.  The former is
well systematic and simplifiedÿ ÿhile the latter is not so systematic°   The annexed
table gives the two systems of romanizing Japanese°

o o o
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A   7
B   &
0     a
D

base character                                   nigori      han-nigori
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O
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A
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kya  sya  tya  nya  hya  mya         rya
sha  cha

kyu  syu  tyu  nyu  hyu  myu         ryu
shu  chu

kyo  syo  tyo  nyo  hyo  myo         ryo
sho  cho

:i

Aÿ
n

gya  zya  zya  bya  pya

ja    ja

g',<J>  be  "V-5ÿ  ÿ,<J>  0%

gyu  zyu  zyu  byu  pyu

ju    ju

g'z  bz  ÿz  ÿz  ÿz

gyo  zyo  zyo  byo  pyo

jo    jo

A  .......  Katakana

B  ......  Hiragana

0  ......  Kunrei - siki

]D                /%     -
......  8yuseÿ-Hebon-siki  (Modified Hepburnian)


